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Liquid cell transmission electron microscopy observation of lithium metal
growth and dissolution: Root growth, dead lithium and lithium ﬂotsams
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We present in situ environmental transmission electron microscopy (ETEM) observation of metallic lithium
nucleation, growth and shrinkage in a liquid conﬁning cell, where protrusions are seen to grow from their roots
or surfaces, depending on the overpotential. The rate of solid-electrolyte interface (SEI) formation aﬀects root
vs. surface growth mode, with the former akin to intermittent volcanic eruptions, giving kinked segments of
nearly constant diameter. Upon delithiation, root-grown whiskers are highly unstable, because the segmental
shrinkage rate depends on Li+ transport across SEI, which is the greatest around the latest grown segment with
the thinnest SEI, and therefore the near-root segment often dissolves ﬁrst and the rest of the whisker then loses
electrical contact. These electrically isolated dead lithium branches are also easily swept away into the bulk
electrolyte to become “nano-lithium ﬂotsam” because the hollowed-out SEI tube is very brittle. Our observations
are consistent with SEI-obstructed growth by two competing mechanisms; surface growth of dense Eden-like
clusters and root growth of whiskers, resulting from the voltage-dependent competition between lithium
electrodeposition and SEI formation reactions. Similar phenomena could occur whenever chemical deposition/
dissolution competes with irreversible side reactions that form a passivating layer on the evolving surface.

The lithium metal anode has an extremely high theoretical capacity
(3800 Ah/kg) and low negative electrochemical potential (−3.04 V vs.
standard hydrogen electrode). It has been extensively studied [1–4]
since the lithium metal battery was ﬁrst proposed in 1970s [5]. Despite
its promising high energy density, rechargeable lithium metal batteries
have not yet been commercialized successfully [6]. In contrast, the Liion battery with a graphite insertion anode is dominating markets
ranging from portable electronics to electric vehicles and grid-scale
energy storage [2,3].
A generic keyword explaining this history is "dendrite", although we
will advocate for a more nuanced use of this term [7]. An initially
smooth Li metal anode is prone to surface morphological instabilities
in electrochemical cycling, forming extended protrusions that can
cause not only dramatic loss of reversible capacity, but also penetration
of the separator, short-circuiting, and in the worst cases overheating
and thermal runaway [8]. Numerous researches have been conducted

⁎

in the last 40 years to understand the mechanisms and morphologies of
Li metal growth, both experimentally [9–15] and theoretically [6,16–
19], and methods to suppress the protrusions have also been proposed
[2,20–25]. Generally, the morphology of the electrochemically deposited solid is aﬀected by the current density and overpotential [26–28],
and various qualitative theories have been developed to explain the
growth mechanism [6]. Dendrites in solidiﬁcation and phase transformation theory generally result from long-range liquid-matrix diﬀusion
limitation, which causes thermal or chemical transport-induced instability at a smooth interface and leads to tip growth[29]. Dendrites in
copper and zinc electrodeposition clearly result from diﬀusion-limited
tip growth [30–34], so until recently, the “dendrites” that form at the Li
metal anode were also believed to grow from the tips, despite occurring
well below the long-range diﬀusion-limited current of the electrolyte
[35–37]. Surprisingly, it was demonstrated by Dollé et al. through insitu scanning electron microscopy (SEM) experiments using a polymer
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electrolyte that dendrites could also grow from the root [38]. Similar
root growth was observed by in-situ optical microscopy (OM) experiments using liquid electrolyte [7, 13,14]. Although diﬀerent mechanisms have been suggested to explain the root growth [13,19], experimental investigation of the early stage of the nucleation and growth
requires direct nanoscale observations. Here we reveal the essential
roles of the liquid electrolyte decomposition reaction and SEI formation in the growth mode selection. In contrast to the liquid-state
diﬀusion-limited growth of Cu and Zn dendrites, we show that, for
typical operating currents, the growth and dissolution of Li “whiskers”
and/or “mossy” deposits are modulated by short-range solid-state
diﬀusion through the passivating SEI layer that is < 10 nm thin.
At the voltages we are considering, both Li+ and the liquid
electrolyte solvents are electrochemically unstable: they compete for
electrons and co-deposit their reduction products (Li atoms and SEI
constituents) wherever the electron sources may be. If the competition
favors the latter, the SEI constituents may percolate and cover up the
entire electron-donating surface (like CO poisoning of catalyst surface),
which has two key consequences: (a) The Li+ then has to diﬀuse across
the SEI to be reduced, so Li atoms will deposit beneath the SEI, and (b)
the SEI covering has mechanical strength, which will constrain such
growth beneath, causing tensile stress in the SEI layer and compressive
stress in the Li-metal beneath it. This stress balance will be broken
when the SEI fractures at some location, forming a “fumarole” (taking a
volcano analogy), while the compressive stress in the Li metal will drive
an “atomic fountain”, a Li whisker that shoots out of the fumarole by
Nabarro-Herring or Coble creep (root growth), similar to how Sn
whiskers form inadvertently in the microelectronics industry. If, on the
other hand, the competition favors the former, then they will still be
SEI patches here and there, but they do not connect or cannot seal up
the growth front and Li atoms will grow around them, forming a
mixture. In either case, because the liquid electrolyte solvents are
electrochemically unstable and co-deposit with Li metal, their shortrange interactions have to be carefully considered.
In-situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) allows observations of electrochemical reactions at nanoscale in real time [39,40],
originally with ionic liquid or solid electrolytes because of the high
vacuum inside TEM. By sealing the volatile liquid electrolyte with two
thin membrane windows that are electron-beam transparent [41–43],
in-situ TEM observations of electrochemical reactions at common
solid-liquid interface have been achieved [44–46], herein with our
custom-built lab-on-a-chip mounted on standard TEM holder [47].
These methods have been applied to observe the formation/growth of
the dendrites successfully [43,48]. However, only the tip growth mode
was reported with ETEM. Understanding both the tip and the root
growth modes is essential for achieving the following three levels of
engineering goals for Li-metal anode, whose fulﬁllment is necessary for
industry adoption: (A) total suppression of short circuiting across the
separator, (B) improvement of Coulombic eﬃciency (reversibility of Li
metal deposition) to 99.9% and above, and (C) reducing the speed of
burning, upon breakage of battery cell and exposure to oxygen, in
accident scenarios. Here we present in-situ ETEM observation of the
root growth/shrinkage behavior of the lithium dendrite and ﬁne-scale
analysis of the process and its consequences, in diﬀerent overpotential
regimes. In addition to short-range solid-state interactions we have
mentioned above, we can also observe change of chemistry in the liquid
state and nanoscale ﬂow ﬁelds around the evolving metal surface.
In order to conduct the in-situ ETEM experiment, we developed a
liquid environmental electrochemical cell (LEEC) to prevent the
evaporation of the volatile liquid electrolyte during TEM observations
[47]. The device is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1(a). It consists of
two silicon chips with 70 nm thick silicon nitride membrane windows.
On one chip the gold electrodes were patterned on the window for
observing the electrochemical redox reactions, and spacers were
deposited to secure vertical gap space for the liquid electrolyte. On
the opposite chip, a LiCoO2 (LCO) ﬁlm was deposited on an aluminum

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the liquid conﬁning cell. The cell consists of two
chips. The one with Au electrode patterned on the silicon nitride membrane has Au
current collector coated with Si3N4 insulating layer to prevent the electrolyte exposure
(left). The optical micrograph image is the magniﬁed view of the Au electrode. LiCoO2
(LCO) is sputtered on the Al ﬁlm connected to the Au current collector as Li source
(right). Both chips have Au spacers to secure a space for the electrolyte. (b) Procedure of
the chip assembly. (c) Cross section view of the assembled cell near the silicon nitride
membrane windows.

ﬁlm as a lithium ion source. The detail of the device is explained in
Supplementary information. The assembly process is described in
Fig. 1(b). The two chips were stacked together and the two of the
perimeter edges were sealed with epoxy glue. Liquid electrolyte was
injected into the device by contacting the droplet to one of the opening
(capillary action). Finally, the openings were sealed with epoxy glue. It
is diﬃcult to precisely evaluate the amount of electrolyte injected.
However, it can be estimated to be on the order of nanoliter based on
the geometry of the cell (see Supplementary information). The liquid
injection and the ﬁnal sealing were conducted in a glove box ﬁlled with
argon gas. The electrolyte used in this work was a solution of 1 M
lithium bis-triﬂuoromethanesulfonimide (LiTFSI) dissolved in dimethoxy sulfoxide (DMSO), one of the promising electrolytes for Liair batteries [49] which use lithium metal as the anode. Fig. 1(c) shows
the cross section of the device near the aligned viewing windows. Most
of the electrode surface was insulated with silicon nitride to allow
reaction only on the uninsulated gold electrodic region at the viewing
window. We mounted the device on a Nanofactory scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM) - TEM holder to apply bias voltage during TEM
observation. A low dose rate of 1.3 e-/Å2s was used to minimize the
beam damage to the electrolyte, and the images were captured in the
TEM bright-ﬁeld mode.
Fig. 2(a) shows sequential TEM images of the electrodeposition
process on gold biased at −4.5 V vs. the LCO counter electrode, which
drives lithium metal deposition and non-uniform protrusions (see also
Supplementary Movie S1). Because the typical plateau charging
potential of LCO starts at ~3.9 V vs Li+/Li, the total local overpotential
is around 3.9–4.5≈−0.6 V vs Li+/Li, much of which is likely transferred
to the surface by the highly ion-conductive liquid electrolyte (see
below), so the driving force for lithium metal deposition is quite high.
Also, the liquid electrolyte is very unstable at this potential [8] and will
decompose by reduction to form SEI constituents on any newly
exposed electron-conductive surface. We observed that small spherical
lithium domains ﬁrst appear on the surface of the gold electrode and
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Fig. 2. (a) Sequential TEM images of the Li whisker growth at −4.5 V vs. LCO (Supplementary Movie S1). (b) Change in the electric current during the lithium deposition. (c) Close up
view of a single Li hair growth process indicated by the arrowhead in (a).

then start to evolve into long whiskers that grow like hair from their
roots at the electrode interface, in contrast to the tip growth of
conventional dendrites in solidiﬁcation and copper electrodeposition.
The electric current during the deposition is shown in Fig. 2(b).
Although there is a high initial current, it remains almost constant
~20 nA. Based on the electrode geometry (see Supplementary information), this corresponds to the current density of ~2.8 mA/cm2. Fig. 2(c)
is the magniﬁed view of the growth process of the single lithium “hair”
or “whisker” indicated by the arrowhead in Fig. 2(a). The shape of the
tip as well as the width of the whisker remain the same throughout the
growth process, which is a clear sign of root growth. The whisker
growth direction also intermittently changed by forming kinks, consistent with the ex-situ SEM observation of the lithium whiskers
formed by the root growth mechanism [38].
The whiskers started to dissolve and shrink after the bias potential
was switched to 1.0 V vs. LCO. Fig. 3(a) shows the sequential TEM
images during the dissolution (see also Supplementary Movie S2). The
whiskers rapidly dissolved in the ﬁrst 15 s, and their morphology did
not change henceforth. Some of the pieces apparently become electrically disconnected and isolated from the electrode (dead volume).
Thereafter, electro-osmotic ﬂows of the electrolyte swept away these
isolated remnants, leaving only a few attached to the electrode, as
shown in the area marked by the dashed line in the ﬁgure. The change
in the electric current during dissolution is shown in Fig. 3(b). The
current decreased rapidly and became nearly zero after 20 s. This
together with the in-situ TEM observation indicates that the dissolution of the lithium whiskers created electrically isolated "dead lithium",
causing irreversible capacity loss in the deposition/dissolution cycling
process. Some fragments were weakly attached to the electrode and
easily swept away into the electrolyte, while others remained on the
electrode but were electrically inactive. Since by then no electric
current was observed as the lithium whiskers stopped shrinking, the
pieces of the lithium left on the electrode were likely connected only by
the hollowed-out SEI tubes, which are electrically insulating. From the
current vs. time plots shown in Figs. 2(b) and 3(b), we estimated the
Coulombic eﬃciency to be ~20% with the discharge and the charge
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Fig. 3. (a) Dissolution process of the Li whisker at 1.0 V vs. LCO biasing (Supplementary
Movie S2). The lithium hair dissolved rapidly in the ﬁrst 20 s and the rate became
signiﬁcantly slower at t > 20 s. A piece of Li marked in the dashed line was swept away
into the electrolyte. (b) Change in the electrical current during the Li dissolution. The fast
decay of the current corresponds to the Li dissolution at t < 20 s.
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Fig. 4. (a) A temporal evolution of a single Li whisker growth under −6.0 V vs. LCO biasing (Supplementary Movie S3). (b) Change in the length and the width of the lithium whisker Λ
(Λ1 and Λ2 after the kink formation) as indicated in (a). Dashed line is the square root ﬁtting of the data plot at the initial stage of the whisker formation. (c) The dissolution process at
0.0 V vs. LCO (Supplementary Movie S4).

capacity of 7.7 μC and 1.6 μC, respectively.
Fig. 4(a) shows the nucleation and growth of another single lithium
whisker in a higher magniﬁcation TEM observation (see also
Supplementary Movie S3), at −6.0 V vs LCO. Sequential high-resolution TEM images allow us to perform detailed analysis of the reaction
kinetics. The initially formed whisker Λ was separated into two
segments Λ1 and Λ2, with Λ2 pushing Λ1 along the direction indicated
by the arrow (see schematics below the TEM images). Fig. 4(b) shows
the change in the length and the width of the whisker Λ (Λ → Λ1, Λ2
after the kink formation) during electrodeposition. The whisker growth
process can be separated into four distinct stages, based on a
quantitative analysis of the TEM movies:
STAGE I: A spherical lithium nucleus emerged at the surface and
grew with its diameter proportional to the square root of the time,
indicating diﬀusion limitation, which we associate below with shortrange solid-state transport through the SEI layer, rather than longrange liquid-state diﬀusion. The SEI layer passivates the surface and
gradually reduces the lithium deposition rate, since Li+ ions need to
diﬀuse across the thickening SEI ﬁlm that covers the surface.
STAGE II: The lithium whisker started to grow from its root
pushing the initially formed sphere away from the electrode. Here a

rapid increase in the length of the whisker L was observed, while its
width remained almost constant. A dramatic upturn in lithium
deposition rate between stage I and II indicates some kind of abrupt
transition, akin to intermittent stick-slip dynamics in friction.
STAGE III: The growth rate decreased signiﬁcantly, which can be
attributed to the formation/thickening of the SEI covering layer on the
newly formed portion of the whisker.
STAGE IV: A kink was formed on the whisker separating it into
two segments L1 and L2. Newly formed segment L2 grew from the root
and pushed the preexisting portion of the whisker in the direction
diﬀerent from the growth direction of L (a kink formation). While L2
increased its length and the width, L1 length remained unchanged.
Note that the growth rate of the L2 was close to that of L and the width
of the L2 was saturated to the same value with L1. Such intermittent
kinked growth then repeats quasi-randomly.
A quantitative analysis of the growth mechanisms was performed
based on the TEM movies. In Stage I, a small spherical lithium seed
was formed at the location marked by the open arrowhead in the ﬁgure.
The sphere grew larger during the deposition, but the growth rate
gradually decreased. The size of the sphere grew roughly as the square
root of time, h(t ) = h1(t / τ1)1/2 , where h1 = 300 nm and τ1 = 25s. The
observed size can be converted to a decaying, uniform current density,
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I (t ) = I1(τ1/ t )1/2 , where I1 = cLiFh1/2τ1 = 4.8 mA/cm2 , using Faraday's
constant, F = 96, 485 As/mol , and the lithium metal concentration,
cLi=0.534 g/cm3 /6.491 g/mol =82 M.
Square-root scaling with time strongly suggests diﬀusion limitation,
but does not reveal the rate-limiting transport process. All existing
models for the growth of “dendrites” assume liquid electrolyte diﬀusion
limitation, but this is clearly impossible at the nanoscale. The steady
limiting current density on the whisker nucleus, modeled as a hemispherical ultra-microelectrode [50], Ilim = 2Fc0Dapp / h1 = 19 A/cm2 , is
5000 times larger the observed current density,I1 (c0 = 1M ,
Dapp = 3 × 10−6 cm2/s[51]). Moreover, the relaxation time for electrolyte
diﬀusion, τlim = h12 / Dapp = 0.3 ms , is 10,000 times smaller than the
growth time τ1. On the other hand, the measured current I1 at the end of
spherical growth is only somewhat larger than reported exchange
currents for electron-transfer reactions at lithium metal ﬁlms [52],
I0 = 0.1 − 2.0 mA/cm2 . Overall, we conclude the lithium growth processes observed in our experiments are all macroscopically reactionlimited at the electrode/electrolyte interface, although the local reaction rate can be microscopically diﬀusion-limited by transport processes within the solid-state interface layers.
As noted above, the slowing down of the initial surface growth rate
is likely related to rapid SEI formation, which competes with lithium
electrodeposition and hinders Li+ transport. It is well established that
capacity fade in Li-ion batteries exhibits square-root-time scaling due
to rate-limiting solvent diﬀusion across the SEI layer on porous carbon
[37,53–55], but this process (by itself) is too slow to play a role in the
early stages of lithium metal growth. Using the ﬁtted solvent diﬀusivity
SEI
~3 × 10−17 cm2/s[54,55] (or
in SEI on carbon in similar electrolytes, Dsol
−19
2
~10 cm /s[53]), the solvent penetration depth in our experiments
SEI
τ1 = 0.4 nm (or 0.02 nm).
would be at the single-molecule scale, 2Dsol
This is clearly too thin compared to the solid SEI we observed forming
directly in TEM (more on this later), which was ~10nm. Thus we revise
SEI
Dsol
upward to 2 × 10−14 cm2/s in the initial stage of SEI formation. We
then propose that Li+ diﬀusion through the growing SEI (full coverage)
limits the local reaction rate and leads to square-root-of-time scaling at
early times.
To test this hypothesis quantitatively, we formulate a simple model
for the coupled rates of electrodeposition and SEI formation. The Li
metal surface growth is limited by Li+ diﬀusion through the SEI ﬁlm of
thickness, s(t ), whose growth is limited by solvent diﬀusion through the
same SEI ﬁlm,

cLi

D SEI
D SEI
+ c0
+ c0
D SEIc
dh
ds
= Li
, cSEI
= sol sol ⇒ h(t ) = Li
dt
s
dt
s
cLi

indicates that bursts of root growth must be temporarily uninhibited by
SEI. This may also indicate that such bursts may rely not only on
absorbing Li+ from the outside, but also on the redistribution of
existing Li-atoms beneath the surface, e.g. by relaxation of residual
compressive stress by solid-state Nabarro-Herring or Coble creep.
Consistent with this interpretation, the fast root growth was
observed to be intermittent. After the whisker became ~1.0 µm in
length at t~45 s, it ceased to grow further, and then suddenly at t ~60 s
it grew at approximately the same rate (I2 = 42 mA/cm2 ) in a diﬀerent
direction, forming a kink. Our observations of intermittent root growth
with kink formation agrees with reported SEM images of the rootgrown lithium whiskers [13,38]. It is worth noting that the kink may
also be a new growth point [13], although we did not observe any clear
sign of protrusions growing at the kink, possibly because our in-situ
TEM experiment was focused at the limited viewing area capturing the
initial state of the whisker nucleation/growth. Longer deposition time
and viewing at lower magniﬁcation may allow us to capture the kink
branching mechanism.
In our ETEM (see e.g. Supplementary Movie S3), we can clearly see
a gradual darkening of the liquid electrolyte around a newly protruded
lithium hair/whisker, of initial depth scale ~102 nm (Fig. 4a), which
eventually sharpens to a ~101 nm or even sub-10 nm dark skin layer
(Fig. 4a) surrounding the low density lithium-metal whisker, as the
bright-ﬁeld TEM image contrast originates mostly from mass-thickness. The density of lithium is 0.534 g/cm3 which is about one half of
DMSO electrolyte (1.10 g/cm3). We interpret this as liquid electrolyte
decomposition by accepting electrons from the electrode, and subsequent formation of SEI constituents that contains LiF (2.64 g/cm3),
Li2O (2.01 g/cm3), etc. with higher salt concentration and average
density than the Li metal and the original electrolyte solution. The
contrast and the resolution of the ETEM images are also aﬀected by the
thickness of the liquid layer in the cell. A thick layer of electrolyte
reduces the contrast and the image resolution. In Fig. 4, contrast/
resolution was better than those in Fig. 2 because electrolyte was
wetting only the surface of the electrode (Supplementary information
Fig. S5). In Fig. 2 (see also Supporting Movie S1 and S2), the image
resolution was partially improved when the gas pushed the electrolyte
away from the view.
From the ETEM observations, we believe the initial SEI at stage I
may be critical for the root protrusion mode above, because a stressinduced breakage of SEI passivation layer at stage I-to-II transition
may give a hole (like fumarole in volcano) that templates future
extrusion, which explains the nearly constant width of the whisker in
stage II-IV, as it has to protrude out of the same hole on the SEI layer.
After the voltage was switched to dissolve the lithium metal
whiskers (lithium stripping), the shrinkage took place mostly at the
newer segment formed at later stages as shown in Fig. 4(c) (see also
Supplementary Movie S4). This can be explained by the variation of the
SEI thickness on the whisker. At the voltage range we are considering,
liquid electrolyte decomposition and formation of SEI is unavoidable
on any surface that conducts electrons [8]. Since the newly formed
segment Λ2 had thinner SEI than Λ1, lithium ion diﬀusion out to the
electrolyte happens faster at Λ2 and dissolution preferentially took
place at Λ2. The consequence is that the lithium segment near the root
hollowed out, leaving an empty SEI shell tube that electrically
disconnect the tip part from the base electrode. This created an
electrically inactive lithium metal volume (“dead lithium”) above the
hollow SEI shell tube that could not be dissolved further. This isolated
lithium was eventually swept away into the electrolyte, since the
hollowed-out SEI tube stems are apparently quite brittle. The reason
for the liquid electrolyte convective ﬂow at small scale could be heatinginduced convection, electroosmotic / electrocapillary forces, dielectrophoretic electric ﬁeld induced membrane bending, etc. We believe such
micro-ﬂows are ubiquitous and unavoidable in real batteries, and so
the nano-lithium/SEI segments that get broken and entrained into the
electrolyte then become nano-lithium ﬂotsam in real batteries.

2cSEIt
Dsolcsol

Assuming similar solvent concentrations in the SEI and bulk
solution, cSEI ≈ csol , we can use the experimentally observed Li growth
−12
rate to estimate the Li+ diﬀusivity in SEI as D LiSEI
cm2/s , which
+ ~2 × 10
to our knowledge has not previously been measured. This is a reasonable value, much larger than the solvent diﬀusivity in SEI (on carbon),
SEI
Dsol
, and much smaller than the apparent salt diﬀusivity in the liquid
electrolyte [51], Dapp . Although these estimates establish the relative
magnitudes of diﬀerent transport processes, we note that the standard
diﬀusion equation may not apply at very small s(t ), and electric ﬁeld
driven transport like Cabrera-Mott kinetics [57] may predict a much
more rapid (inverse logarithmic) growth of s(t ) at the earliest stage of
growth, beyond the resolution of the experiments.
After the initial spherical surface growth, the lithium metal
protruded out from the electrode and rapidly formed a whisker at t
~30 s. During this stage of growth, a fragment of the electrode (marked
by the open arrowhead) was rapidly pushed away from the electrode.
This indicates that the growth point of the whisker was at the root,
possibly subsurface [58]. The limiting whisker growth rate corresponds
to a mean current density, I2 = 42 mA/cm2 , over the root area, if it were
by electrochemical deposition. This observed value is much larger than
the SEI-limited current, I1, and macroscopic exchange current, I0 , which
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Fig. 5. (a) Lithiation of the gold electrode at −3.5 V vs. LCO (Supplementary Movie S5).
The lithiation was randomly initiated as indicated by the arrowheads and propagated
inhomogeneously across the electrode (the boundaries are marked by the dashed lines).
(b) Dense lithium grown on the gold electrode at −4.0 V vs. LCO (Supplementary Movie
S6). The morphology of the surface changed as in the growth process (marked by the
arrowheads), indicating the deposition took place at the surface.

Macroscopically, when we open up a secondary battery with lithium
metal anode after cycling, we see the originally white separator wet by
liquid electrolyte becomes darker colored and has a “dirty” appearance.
We think this is because the pores of the separator with liquid
electrolyte are ﬁlled with these nano-lithium ﬂotsams, which have
huge surface area. In an accident with breached packaging (level C
engineering goal for Li-metal anode mentioned earlier), when these
nano-lithium ﬂotsams are exposed to oxygen, we believe it increases
the ﬁre risks. The nano-lithium ﬂotsam may also drift to the counter
electrode by Brownian motion and cause spontaneous discharge and
high temperature spots.
In this work we have used a gold electrode for lithium deposition
due to the ease of fabrication. However, lithium should react with gold
to form Au-Li intermetallics at an equilibrium voltage of ~0.4 V vs Li+/
Li [59]. Indeed in our experiments, lithiation of the gold electrode can
be clearly observed when −3.5 V vs. LCO was applied, as shown in
Fig. 5(a) (see also Supplementary Movie S5). This data point of ours is
roughly consistent with the literature because the typical plateau
charging potential of LCO cathode is ~3.9 V vs Li+/Li, so 3.9–
3.5≈0.4 V. In our in-situ liquid cell experiments, the areas with lighter
contrast in Fig. 5 are the lithiated Au-Li nanodomains. Such Au-Li
lithiation nanodomains propagated across the electrode inhomogeneously similar to that reported by Zeng et al. [60].
In stark contrast, we did not observe lithiation of the gold electrode
itself or Au-Li nanodomains when lithium metal was deposited through
the root growth mode as shown in Figs. 2 and 4, where large
overpotentials (−4.5 V and −6.0 V vs. LCO) were applied. Strangely,
the gold electrode appeared inert. Such large overpotentials may
promote the formation of denser, thicker SEI on the Au surface, which
reduces the rate of Au-Li formation despite a larger thermodynamic
driving force of forming Au-Li compared to Fig. 5(a) case, which could
be a kinetic passivation eﬀect like the anodic-protection passivity
regime in metal corrosion. The denser and thicker initial SEI is also

Fig. 6. Schematic illustration explaining root growth mechanism of lithium whiskers.

inductive to causing stress build-up, as the SEI patches tend to connect
up and cover the electron-donating surfaces completely, promoting the
root growth mode (see Fig. 6). Once the initial SEI are punctured due to
stress at stage I-to-II transition, and a hole formed like the “fumarole”
of a volcano, the kinetics seems to favor direct lithium metal deposition
at the root, instead of Au-Li formation. Although Au-Li can be formed
at any time afterwards by chemical reaction according to thermodynamics, we do not actually see Au-Li formation in ETEM, but relatively
faster Li deposition rate at the fumarole instead.
The above phenomena may be attributable to a liquid | SEI1 | SEI0
| Au interfacial structure, similar to the bilayer SEI model for carbon
electrodes [37,61–63], where SEI1 is conductive to Li+ but not
electrons (like the conventional SEI), and SEI0 is conductive to
electrons but not Li+ ion or Li atom (unconventional SEI, playing a
role similar to the anodic-protection passivation layer in metal corrosion). If we accept this hypothetical two-layer SEI structure, the
nucleation and growth of Lithium metal should occur at SEI1 | SEI0
interface (the “root”). According to this picture, Au-Li formation is
kinetically throttled by SEI0 because SEI0 does not conduct Li+ ion or
Li atom, and SEI0 forms only at high overpotentials (−4.5 V and −6.0 V
vs. LCO).
The lithium growth mode was distinctly diﬀerent when an intermediate potential (−4.0 V vs. LCO) was applied. Fig. 5(b) shows the
deposition process (see also Supplementary Movie S6). At this potential, growth occurs fairly uniformly over the surfaces, resulting in dense
clusters of random surface growth similar to the Eden model [64], only
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smoother due to surface tension and surface diﬀusion. The bud-like
protrusions initially resemble the spherical nucleus of Fig. 4 in Stage I,
but rather than erupting into narrow whiskers (Stages II-IV), these
structures keep growing in all directions and until they become
crowded on the surface like cauliﬂower, and then have to grow
outward. At such an intermediate overpotential, the decomposition
rate of the liquid electrolyte can be decreased and becomes slower than
the lithium deposition rate, and Li metal grows from the surface
instead of the root. Nonetheless, we expect some disconnected SEI
molecular fragments mixed in with the growing lithium metal. Finite
rates for both reactions could be added to the Li/SEI growth model
above, leading to a gradual linear (not square-root) current increase at
early times [54]. This implies that the relationship between the SEI
formation and the lithium deposition rates is important for determining the Surface vs. Root growth mode. The two modes actually give very
distinct morphologies: the root growth mode gives relatively sparsely
separated lithium “hairs” or “whiskers” with constant widths, while the
surface growth mode (Fig. 5b) gives dense “buds” that can easily grow
in width as well as length, so that they end up densely packed in the
lateral direction like cauliﬂowers. It is important to stress these dense
“mossy” structures are not true “dendrites”, which are sparse,
branched fractal structures caused by electrolyte diﬀusion limitation
ahead of the tips [7], as observed in copper electrodeposition or
solidiﬁcation. As noted above, lithium growth cannot be limited by
liquid-state electrolyte diﬀusion at these length and time scales and is
instead determined by local interfacial kinetics (including diﬀusion in
the SEI ﬁlm). Our observation reveals that the fast growing SEI at high
overpotential conﬁnes the lithium causing the stress build-up that leads
to the root growth of the lithium whiskers. On the other hand, the SEI
growth rate is not high enough at low overpotential, and SEI may codeposit with lithium metal to allow electrons to reach the surface,
hence the surface growth.
From the observations and analyses above, we suggest the following
root growth mechanism in electrodeposition and subsequent shrinkage
of the lithium whiskers in electrostripping as schematically shown in
Fig. 6. At potential below −0.5 V vs Li+/Li, lithium starts to deposit at
the SEI1 | SEI0 interface, preferentially at a nucleation site where SEI0
is thinner, and forms a spherical bud by surface growth, hindered by
SEI1 (Stage I). While such an “inverted” SEI0 layer (stopping Li and
not electrons) runs contrary to conventional notions about SEI, it has
been postulated for carbon anodes [37,61–63] and is consistent with
the absence of the Au-Li nanodomains in our experiments at large
overpotentials (−4.5 V and −6.0 V vs. LCO). We therefore propose that
SEI0 would form in DMSO/LiTFSI electrolyte when the electrode
potential drops below −0.5 V vs Li+/Li. Some SEI0 may also form on
the fresh surface and contribute to reducing the growth rate and
hardening of the SEI1 ﬁlm. The net result is that compressive stress
arises underneath. When the stress reaches a threshold, SEI1 covering
can no longer sustain the stress, especially along the sides near the
root. The punctured hole on the initially ﬂat SEI1 acts as the “fumarole”
of the volcano, and templates further growth. Lithium then spontaneously breaks out and pushes the top to form a whisker (Stage II),
vaguely analogous to the seismic triggering of volcano activities. During
this burst of growth, the root may slightly separate from the original
SEI0 base, so that fresh lithium can freely diﬀuse and deposit under the
root, causing the whisker to extend. Solvent molecules are too large and
slow to diﬀuse into the root to hinder electrodeposition, but as the
compressive stress is relaxed, the whisker growth stops (Stage III). The
process then repeats itself, as further stress increase leads to another
SEI1 ﬁlm rupture and root growth of the next whisker segment (Stage
IV).
A summary of at least 3 modes of lithium metal/SEI fragment
deposition seen to date is shown in Fig. 7. In this work we distinguished two diﬀerent growth mechanisms by in-situ liquid cell TEM:
Reaction limited surface growth (Mode I) and competing SEI formation
leading to whisker growth (Mode II). The transition from these

Fig. 7. Comparison of at least 3 modes of Lithium deposition seen to date. Mode I:
Dense surface growth, cauliﬂower or Eden cluster like (taken from Fig.5b and
Supplementary Movie S6), possibly a mixture of tip and root growth at larger scales.
Mode II: Lithium whisker, pure root growth (taken from Fig.4a and Supplementary
Movie S3). The whisker’s root growth is driven by complete SEI coverage, compressive
stress buildup and repeated stress relaxation through the hole at the root. Mode
III: lithium dendrite, whose rapid breakout is seen only after Sand’s time is reached
and pure tip growth (taken from [7]).

reaction limited process to the electrolyte diﬀusion limited process
can occur forming true “dendrites” (Mode III) [7]. Our observations
may give insights to controlling the reaction limiting process at the
early stage of lithium electrodeposition. Besides the applied potential,
various factors can aﬀect the relative rates of lithium electrodeposition
and SEI decomposition, and the composition of the SEI, such as the
operating temperature, electrolyte compositions, electrode materials,
and the surface roughness. Extensive parametric studies will be
required to understand the complex interactions of these factors and
quantitatively predict the lithium deposition mechanism (Surface vs.
Root) and rate. This is a complex nonlinear problem in chemomechanics leading to intermittent growth, similar to stick-slip motion
in friction. A subsurface compressive stress is known to be a driving
force to form Sn whiskers on a substrate [65–67]. The dominant
direction of the residual stress accumulated subsurface may change
from time period to time period due to changing boundary conditions,
inducing stop-and-go, time-dependent “thrust” directions and formation of kinks. Because the bulk melting point TM of lithium metal is
454 K, at room temperature T/TM =0.66, surface and/or lattice
diﬀusion of lithium atoms is expected to be facile. Therefore the root
growth of lithium hair driven by subsurface compressive stress may be
well described by linear-response Coble/Nabarro-Herring diﬀusional
creep theory [68,69] It was also reported for lithium that a subsurface
structure may be responsible for dendrite nucleation [58].
Because of the time lag between the formations of the whisker
segments, the thickness of the SEI formed on the whisker can vary, and
the dissolution is expected to be faster where the SEI is thinner. This
causes regions near the electrode to be the primary sites of dissolution
in lithium stripping, leaving the lithium toward the tip isolated. These
dead volumes may be fully disconnected from the electrode and
become nano-lithium ﬂotsams or partially maintain mechanical connection with a SEI shell tube. In either case, there will be no electric
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path to the isolated lithium.
Next-generation energy storage technologies such as Li-S [70,71]
and Li-air(oxygen) [72,73] batteries can greatly beneﬁt from the use of
Li metal anode. In-situ ETEM observations shed light on detailed
growth, shrinkage, electrical isolation and mechanical spallation (ﬂotsam) mechanisms of the lithium whiskers. We have also directly
visualized liquid electrolyte decomposition and SEI formation. The
SEI formation is a nanoscale phenomenon (irreversible side reaction)
that competes with lithium metal deposition in consuming the Faradaic
current, and also directly impacts the root vs. tip growth mechanism of
the lithium dendrite. Electrolyte additives could modify the structure
and properties of the naturally formed SEI, and thus inﬂuence the
lithium dendrite instability. Since the naturally formed SEI is very thin
(~101 nm to sub-10 nm), this would also mean that an artiﬁcial SEI
surface decoration (like BN or oxide treatment) of the electrode could
signiﬁcantly improve the surface instability. These understanding may
help to develop protrusion suppression methods over a wide range of
overpotentials.
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In-situ Liquid Environmental Electrochemical Cell (LEEC) experiment
We designed LEEC for in-situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observation of the
electrochemical reactions. The cell consists of two chips (one with Au electrode and the other
with LiCoO2 film). These chips were fabricated on four-inch Si wafer. The procedure is
schematically shown in Fig. S1. First, 70 nm Si3N4 membrane was deposited on a wafer. Then a
current collector was deposited. Al was selected as the current collector for the chip with LCO
film and Cr/Au/Cr was used for the one with Au electrode. After the Au was deposited as the
electrode for Li electrodeposition, Si3N4 was deposited on the Au electrode outside the membrane
window area as a passivation layer to prevent undesired side reactions and current consumptions
during the electrochemical deposition process. For the LCO chip, LCO film was deposited on the
Al current collector followed by 500 °C annealing. After electrode materials were deposited on
the chip, Au/Cr spacers were deposited for securing a space for the electrolyte. Finally, the
membrane window was created by Si3N4 backside etching → front side surface protection →
silicon etching → removing protection layer. The wafer was diced to individual chips. Optical
microscopy images of the chips are shown in Fig. S2, and the material selection and the thickness
for the chip fabrication are summarized in Table S1. The geometry of the electrode patterned on
the Si3N4 membrane is shown in Fig. S3. Since the thickness of the electrode is 50 nm, the surface
area of the electrode is ~717 µm2. This value is used to calculate the current density supplied to
the electrode.
Since the electrolyte is injected by capillary effect, it is difficult to precisely evaluate the
amount of liquid injected. However, it can be estimated by the chip geometry. Although the
spacers of the chip was designed to have 250 nm thick liquid layer in the cell, the actual thickness
of the typical assembled chip was ~ 1 µm. Assuming the injected electrolyte was distributed
within 0.5 mm radius from the center of the window, the amount of liquid stored in the cell is

estimated to be 7.8 x 10-10 L. Therefore, the amount of electrolyte in the chip should be in the
order of nL’s.
After the cell was assembled and the electrolyte was injected, we mounted the cell on
Nanofactory scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) - TEM holder for the observation. Here, gold
rods were glued on the electrode pads of the cell using conducting epoxy (Circuitworks, CW2400)
for mounting the cell on the holder as shown in Fig. S4. JEOL 2010F with 200 kV acceleration
voltage was used for the in-situ TEM experiment.

Deposit silicon nitride
for the membrane
window.

Deposit current
collector.

Electrode deposition.

Silicon nitride
passivation on the
electrode outside the
viewing window.

Deposit spacer
material.

Backside silicon nitride
etching.

Surface protection.

Silicon etching.

Protection layer
removal and dicing.

Figure S1. Schematic illustration explaining fabrication process of the liquid environmental
electrochemical cell.
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Figure S2. Optical micrographs of the LEEC with gold electrode (left) and LCO film (right).
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Figure S3. Geometry of the electrode patterned on the silicon nitride membrane window.
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Figure S4. LEEC mounted on Nanofactory STM-TEM holder. Optical micrograph image (left)
and schematics (right).
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Figure S5. Cross-section of the liquid cell with different electrolyte filling patterns and
corresponding TEM images. (a) Electrolyte fully filling the cell. (b) A thinner liquid region from
the gas formation leads to higher contrast image. (c) Electrolyte wetting the surface of the
electrode while liquid still contacting the counter electrode allowing higher resolution imaging.

Table S1. Design parameters of the LEEC.
Active material
Current collector
Spacer
Passivation layer

Au electrode
Cr/Au/Cr : 15/20/15 nm
Cr/Au/Cr : 15/20/15 nm
Au/Cr : 200/50 nm
Si3N4 : 100 nm

LCO film
LiCoO2 : 200 nm
Al : 100 nm
Au/Cr : 200/50 nm
N/A

